Introduction
The electrical resistance of an electrical conductor is the opposition to the passage of an electric current through that conductor. The SI unit of electrical resistance is the ohm (Ω). The current flowing through a wire (or resistor) is like water flowing through a pipe, resistance is proportional to how much pressure is required to achieve a given flow. Ohm's law is an empirical law relating the voltage V across an element to the current I through V IR  …(1) The resistance of a given object depends primarily on two factors: What material it is made of, and its shape. For a given material, the resistance is inversely proportional to the cross-sectional area; for example, a thick copper wire has lower resistance than an otherwise-identical thin copper wire. Also, for a given material, the resistance is proportional to the length; for example, a long copper wire has higher resistance than an otherwise-identical short copper wire. The resistance can be computed as
II.
Method Of Experiment
For this experiment the general method of finding resistance of electrical components has been used. As shown in figure 1 initially liquid (serum or water) has taken in a bicker and circuit has connected on the table. 
Fig. 1. Method of Experiment
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III. Results
In the In the table as observed that after time to time the voltages across the series resistor is changed so up to the 120 sec the observation has been provided at the 30 sec interval. Here the meaning of the instant is at the time of the applied voltage.
In the respective column effect of the time delay for observations has been highlighted. The fact is that from input voltage range 0 volt to 1 volt the voltage across the resistor remains constant but from range 1 volt to 10 volt some amount of change has been noticed. Table 3 , 4, 5. Some Important Observation seen during the experiments: 1) CU-Water: Little reaction is get, compared to Serum, Bubbles at Cathode. Blue compound on Anode.
2) CU-serum: More reaction was observed, compared to water having same electrode. Bubbles at Cathode. Blue compound on Anode.
3) GR-Water Got bubbles on Anode first after 0.8V, and on Cathode on 5V.Bigger bubbles on Anode. 4) GR-Serum Got bubbles on "Cathode" first after 3V, and on Anode after 6V. Bigger bubbles on Cathode. Too small at Anode Comparison of VI characteristics for has been shown in Figure 2 for all four combinations
IV. Discuusion & Conclusion
For solid state electronics a resistor can easily express with three variables as per equation (2). It is not such simple with liquid electronics. Instead of one material dependent variable, in case of liquid there are number of parameter that can vary independently and change the resistivity of liquid. Again it is also depend on the methodology and electrode size, shape & material. By this work we have started to derive one common parameter as per liquid characteristics so we can define a resistivity of liquid by a single equation.
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As per the general effects of physics even if temperature during experiment, atmospheric condition, Quantity of liquid, material of wire, dimensions of wire, schedule of experiment etc may effects the experiment output. With respect to such situation we have tried to take reading with above mentioned time and material combinations. By observing all table, it is easily understood that this completely a different case compare to solid one. The voltage fluctuation is comes in each reading. Again the result is not stable, where in case of solid it is robust fix. Even more, as time passed away the digital multi meter change its reading. That is why reading is also taken at various time intervals of seconds. The middle column indicates the voltages across liquid remain constant (almost). Based on this we can calculate the current passing through liquid. In same manner we can also find out the voltage drop in serum or water which is mention in percentage form. By doing this we can find resistivity of liquids.
It is clearly predictable, the considered all parameter effects the output results. In other words, all mentioned parameter are helpful to define resistivity of liquid. Additionally, percentage drop column saying that drop is increase directly with higher applied voltage. In same manner resistivity of liquid will decrease as the larger amount of supply voltage is given. The relation of voltage drop and resistivity is found as like as in case of solid. But new thing the liquid resistivity is vary with applied voltage which is completely opposite to solid material. A resistivity should not dependent on supplied voltages. In general convenience, especially in solid material a resistivity is independent of applied voltages. By finding such behavior, it becomes interesting to find out all characteristics of liquid (all the various types). Here we have represent with two liquid forms, so difficult to generalize the common equation form for all liquids like solid materials. But may next onwards may be in future work a electronics can be found made of liquid. At that time such unique equation will be the basic form, as right now equation (2) in case of solid material. 
